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1. SUMMARY 
We consider a locally compact group G with jointly continuous 
action G x 2 --+ 2 on a locally compact space. The finite Radon 
(regular Borel) measures M(G) act naturally on various function 
spaces supported on Z, including the continuous bounded functions 
Cl?(Z). If Z supports a (not necessarily unique) nonnegative quasi- 
invariant measure v we apply some recent studies [7] to define a 
Banach module action of M(G) on U(Z, Y), and this induces a natural 
adjoint action on L”(Z, V) = Ll(Z, v)*. These actions of M(G) 
(and of G) give us definitions of amenability of the action of G on 
various function spaces supported on Z, including CB(Z) and L”(Z, v) 
(when there is a quasi-invariant v on Z), corresponding to the existence 
of a left-invariant mean on these various spaces. When G acts on one 
of its coset spaces G/H, H a closed subgroup, there is always a quasi- 
invariant measure on G,lH and the different definitions of amenability 
of the action G x G/H -+ G/H all coincide. A number of manipula- 
tions of invariant means on groups (the case where G = Z) then 
carry over to the context of transformation groups. We apply them 
to explore the following problems. 
Let G x G/H -+ G/H be an amenable action of G on one of its 
coset spaces. Let v be a quasi-invariant measure on G/H. 
QUESTION. If E > 0 and compact set K C G are given, is there 
a compact set U C Z with 0 < v(U) < a and 
Here AdB is the symmetric difference set; we are essentially trying 
to construct sets U sufficiently “large” that they are moved onIy 
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slightly by the elements in prescribed compact set K C G. In Section 4 
we shall see that this can be done if v is G-invariant, generalizing the 
“Fslner conditions” which have been shown to be valid in all amenable 
groups G, and that it can not be done if v is only quasi-invariant. 
In Section 5 these results are applied to determine some weak 
containment properties of induced representations on an amenable 
group G, the above considerations being applied to the coset spaces 
G/H for closed subgroups (G amenable will be seen to imply amena- 
bility of the action G x G/H ---f G/H). This allows us to answer a 
previously unresolved question for amenable groups (see [5]) by 
proving: 
THEOREM. If G is amenable, then for every closed subgroup H C G 
and every irreducible unitary representation S of G we have S weakly 
contained in the representation WH induced from S ( H, the restriction 
of S to H. 
2. PRELIMINARIEP ON THE ACTION OF G ON FUNCTION SPACES ON 2 
Hereafter G x 2 --+ 2 will be a jointly continuous transformation 
group with G, 2 locally compact Hausdorff spaces. If v is a nonnegative 
quasi-invariant Radon measure on 2 and m, a fixed Haar measure 
for G (writing dm,(g) = dg for brevity) define LP(Z, v) I < p < co 
as the usual spaces of Bore1 functions (Bore1 sets being the u-algebra 
generated by all open sets) identified when they coincide off a locally 
u-null set in 2. Note that L”(Z, v) depends only on the equivalence 
class of v (i.e., the family of null sets), while Ll(Z, V) depends more 
explicitly on the nature of v. We have L”(Z, v) = Ll(Z, v)*. Let L(G), 
L(Z) be the continuous functions with compact support, C,(G), C,(Z) 
the continuous functions vanishing at infinity, and M(G) = C,,(G)*, 
M(Z) = C’,(Z)* the spaces of finite Radon measures with total 
variation norm. 
For our purposes we are interested in actions of G and M(G) 
on translation invariant function spaces X on Z. If f E CB(Z), the 
continuous bounded functions, we define the action of M(G) directly 
via 
Then p q f E CB(Z) since I Jf k& 449l G II P II * Ilf IL all 4 E Z, 
and & - I in Z =E- f (g&) -f(g[) uniformly on compacta in G, 
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so I J’f(g&) dp(g) - Jf(g4) &(g)/ --+ 0, as required. If Z supports 
a nonnegative quasi-invariant Radon measure u (this will certainly 
be the case if G, Z are second countable, for we may use Haar 
measure on G to induce a finite quasi invariant measure on any 
one of the orbits in Z, these being u-compact Bore1 sets), there is an 
obvious action of G on L”(Z, v), but there are technical difficulties in 
showing directly that our formula above gives a well-defined action of 
M(G) on Lm(Z, v). We apply the results of [7] which define Banach 
module actions M(G) x M(Z) -+ M(Z) and M(F) x L1(Z, v) -+ 
L1(Z, u); the desired action of M(G) on L”(Z, v) will then appear as 
the adjoint of the action on Lr(Z, u) since L”(u) = Ll(u)*. 
We digress to summarize the necessary information from [7]. 
The action M(G) x M(Z) --+ M(Z) is defined vial 
P * rlW = sj,,, Jl(gO 4 x dg, 0, P E M(G), rl E JW’), + E C&Z>. 
Then we have (see [7]) 
(PI * PSI * 17 = EL1* 6% *d 
lb * rl II d II P II * II ? /I> 
(1) 
and M(Z) becomes a Banach module over M(G). 
If g E G and q is any Radon measure on Z, define v&E) = T(g-I,??); 
for quasi-invariant u we have vrr < v for each g E G and there is a 
locally v-integrable Radon-Nikodym derivative (dug/&) such that 
vg = (dv,/du) + u, which means: 
Now assume v is a fixed nonnegative quasi-invariant measure on Z 
and embedF(Z, v) C M(Z); thenL,(Z, v) is a closed M(G) submodule, 
for in Theorem 4.2 of [a a theorem of P. Cohen (modified for Banach 
modules) is used to show that ,V(G) *Ll(u) = Ll(u), so we have 
(M(G) *L’(G)) *Ll(u) = ,9(v) as required. 
r (g, .$) -+ #(g& is continuous on G x 2, hence is B(G x 2) measurable, but 
unless G, 2 are o-compact, the product of Bore1 structures B(G) x B(Z) will be 
properly included in B(G X Z), and there will be some trouble defining this integral 
or applying Fubini’s Theorem. However, the supports supp(p), supp (7) are o-compact 
and one can readily verify that xSUpp((r)xSUpP(v)(g, [)$(gg) is B(G) x B(Z) measurable- 
i.e., $(gg) is I p x 7 I-measurable, and this is sufficient for our purposes. 
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Now we resume consideration of the action of M(G) on function 
spaces on Z. If p E M(G) and f E CB(Z), define 
P 0 f(5) =jm 44‘d, (2) 
and if Z supports a quasi-invariant measure v, define the action of 
,LL E M(G) in L”(Z, v) via 
(CL O.f,P> = cf,p*v>, fELrn(Z, v), p ELl(Z, v). (3) 
When there is a quasi-invariant measure v at hand the following 
lemma shows that formulae (2), (3) are compatible when we embed 
CB(Z) in L”(Z, v) via the obvious norm decreasing (and possibly 
many to one) linear map. Let L,“(Z) be the linear space of all bounded 
Bore1 measurable functions on Z (not identified modulo equivalence). 
LEMMA 2.1. Iff E CB(Z), (2) determines a new function p q f E CB(Z). 
Now let v be a $xed nonnegative quasi-invariant measure on Z and 
j, : L,“(Z) -+ L”(Z, v) the canonical linear embedding which identifies 
functions differing only on a locally v-null set. Then zy p E M(G), 
f E L,“(Z) the function [ -+ Jf (go dp(g) is bounded, everywhere 
defked, v-measurable, and its equivalence class in L”(Z, v) is precisely 
the vector ,U u j,( f) determined by (3), so the action of M(G) commutes 
with the embedding j, : L,“(Z) --+ L”(Z, v). 
COROLLARY. If f E L”(Z, v) for quasi-invariant v on Z, then 
6, ~?,f([) = f(xt) locally v- 1 a most everywhere (a.e.) for each x E G. 
Proof. We have done the first statement. Let v and p E M(G) 
be fixed and let f EL(Z). Then (3) and the definition of p *v gives 
(TV 0 ( jyf 1, Y> = <f, p * V> = S [.I-f(g5) 44dl v,(5) dv(O = 
(j& q f ), CJJ) for all g, E Ll(v). If f E CB(Z) and F ELI(V) take 
{fJ CL(Z) with /If, Jjco < I( f jlco and f, -+f pointwise on the rr-compact 
set supp(~) * supp(v) 1 supp(~ * F>; then 
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since .ff,(g5) 948) WE) -+ Jf(gS) v(g) 40 for all g E G. As noted 
in defining the action of M(G) on M(Z),f(gg) is at least 1 p x ‘pv /- 
measurable, so the use of Fubini’s Theorem is justified. It is somewhat 
more difficult to show that if f EL,~(Z) and p E M(G), 7 E M(Z) 
thenf(g[) is at least / ,u x 77 l-measurable on G x 2, but this foflows 
by simple modifications of 19.10, 19.11 in [S]. Thus if q E L’(v) is fixed, 
and we take (fn} CL(G) with l\fn Jjm < 11 fllco and fn -+ f v-a.e. on 
supp(p) * supp(v), the same argument shows 
It is clear from Fubini’s Theorem that the everywhere defined 
function p of(g) = Jf(gg) &(g) is bounded and v-measurable. 
Q.E.D. 
Hereafter we will often not distinguish between j& D f) and 
p q jV fin discussing the action of M(G) on L”(Z, v). One can readily 
verify the following properties. 
There are several additional facts we shall need in discussing amenable 
action of G. Write UCB,(Z) for those f E CB(Z) such that g -+ 6, q f 
is continuous from G -+ (CB, I/ * Ilm), the bounded left uniformly 
continuous functions .2 We note that L(Z) C UCBt(Z), hence C,(Z) C 
UCB,(Z) since these are 1) * IJco limits of L(Z). [If E > 0, U,, a compact 
neighborhood of the unit e E G, and K = U;;’ supp( f ) for fixed 
fEL(Z),thenfEK*Th ere is a compact neighborhood U(f) of e in 
G such that \ f (gg) -f (01 < E all g E U(g); argument by contra- 
diction shows there is also a neighborhood N(g) of 5 such that 
lf(g4“) -f(5’)1 < E all g E U(g), .$’ e N(E). If we take a finite 
covering (N(.$J,..., N(f,)} of K and U = U, n (& U(Q), we 
readily compute If (gg) -f (0 < E all g c U, .$ E X, which 3 
IIa,nf-flL <~ifgEUl. 
a In [6j, where we consider the case G = 2 these are, unfortunately, referred to as 
the right uniformly continuous functions. Notice that our uniformity condition alone: 
g, + g S- II 6,. q f - 6, ~1 f llco + 0, for a bounded function f, does not automatically 
give contint& off; it says only that f is continuous on each orbit, but any function 
constant on orbits does this. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let v be nonnegative quasi-invariant measure on Z 
andjix x E G. For any q~ E L’(Z, v) we have 
h * v(f) = (2)(f) d-+5>, v-a.e. on 2. 
Proof. If f E L(Z) then 
@s * 9% f> = j j f( ,575) 4%1( &9 P(6) w3 = j f@a do Wl) 
= s ( f(f) g$ cn) V(f) dv(f), 
which 3 6, * v(t) = d(v,)/dv(f) v,(t) locally v-a.e. But it is shown 
in 12.2 of [a] that v-integrable functions coincide locally v-a.e. 3 they 
coincide v-a.e. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. If {em : 01 E J) is an approximate identity for L1(G) 
with 11 e, II1 -+ 1, then 11 e, * cp - v Ill,V -+ 0 all v E Ll(Z, v). 
Proof. Since we must have Se=(g) dg -+ 1 we may assume 
J e,dt = 1 all ~11, and so for 9 E Ll(v), f E L(Z): 
I& * 9) - 9~J)l = jjjfkf)eAMf) dgM) - jj eJg)94f)f(f) &W)/ 
= Ij em(g) [j p(f)f(gf) - 94f)f(f) Wf)] dg 1 
= lj &‘) [j [v(g-lf) 2 (f) - p(f)] f(f) dY(E)] dg 1 
But g -+ 6, * q is shown to be a continuous map G -+ (Ll(v), 1) * lI1,y) 
in [7], Theorem 4.18. As the mass of e, is eventually gathered near 
the unit of G, we see that the right side goes to zero uniformly for 
allf withllf Ijrn < 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.5. The spaces C,-,(Z) C UCBI(Z) C CB(Z) are invariant 
under the action of L1(G) and Ll(G) q C%(Z) C UC%,(Z). If v is a 
quasi-invariant measure on 2 and f E L,” (Z),p, E Ll(G) then y q f ([) = 
Jf (gf) q(g) dg is everywhere de$ned, bounded, v-measurable, and has 
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the property /Ia,$ 0 (9’ of) - 6,~ (v of)lL + 0 as gi -+ g in G, 
but q~ q f need not be continuous. 
Proof. We showed in Lemma 2.1 that if f ELccO(,Z) and v quasi- 
invariant, then p of is v-measurable and if j, : L,” -+ L”(v) is the 
canonical map associated with v we have j& of) = p q j, f for 
p E M(G). Let f E L,“, fix t E 2, and let gi -+ g in G. Then if F E L](G) 
and we take dp = vdt, we have ‘p c! f defined everywhere and 
= 1 j f(%4) d4 dx - jmn d-4 fix 1 
= j 4&@) j fkl) dxggy’) dx - j f(xgO 44 dx j 
As is well known, the right-hand norm converges to zero as gj -+ g 
in G, and this convergence is independent of 5 E 2. If G is the real 
line acting irrationally on 2 the torus, consider f to be 0 on the orbit 
of the unit in 2 and 1 elsewhere; then v of = f and is not continuous. 
We have noted that 4p q f is continuous on 2 if f E CB(Z), which 
shows the invariance of UCB,(.Z’) and C%(Z) under U(G). For 
L1(G) o C&Z) C C,(Z) it suffices to show L1(G) o L(Z) C C,,(Z), 
which is left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
3. AMENABLE ACTION OF A TRANSFORMATION GROUP 
We adopt the terminology of [fl and say that a locally compact 
group G is amenable if there is a left invariant mean (LIM) on CB(G)- 
see [a, Section 3.2, where it is shown that we get equivalent definitions 
by considering the action of G in L”(G), CB( G), UCB,(G), and 
UCB(G). 
If G x 2 + 2 is a jointly continuous transformation group and 
if X is one of the spaces CB(Z), UCB,(Z) [or L”(Z, v) if we assume 2 
supports a nontrivial quasi-invariant measure v] we define a mean m 
on X to be any linear functional on X such that m(f) = m( f )-, 
f >, 0 * m(f) > 0 [f > 0 lot. v-a.e. + m(f) > 0] and m(1) = 1. 
Evidently 11 m [I = I in X* if X is equipped with the sup norm (( * [jm 
[local ess. sup. norm I( * (/J),y if X = L”(Z, v)] and the set Z(X) of all 
means of X is a a(X*, X)-compact convex set. A mean m is left 
inetariunt(maLIM)ifm(6,of) = m(f)allgEG,fEXandwesayG 
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has amenable action on X if such a LIM exists. A mean m on X is 
topologically left invariant (m a topological LIM) if m(p) of) = m(f) 
all REP, f EX h w ere P(G) = {p, ED(G) : q 3 0, /j e, )I1 = 1); 
this is a proper definition since the spaces CB(Z), UCB,(Z), and 
L”(Z, V) [assuming 2 supports some quasi-invariant V] are invariant 
under the action of L1(G) by Lemma 2.4 and action of 91 E P(G) 
preserves order and constant functions. The measures 
lP E WZ) : P b 0, II CL Ii = 13 
give means on X = CB(Z), UCB,(Z) and form a 0(X*, X)-dense 
convex subset of Z(X) C X*, as is seen by trivially modifying the 
discussion in [6], Section 1.1. If 2 supports a nontrivial quasi-invariant 
u then the measures corresponding to P(V) are u(X*, X) dense in 
Z(X) for X = L”(V), C%(Z), UCB,(Z). 
We now show that in the simple case where G acts on one of its 
coset spaces G/H = (xH : x E G}, where H is a closed subgroup, 
the notion of amenable action G x G/H+ G/H does not depend 
on the function space X. This is a pleasant generalization of the 
“main equivalence theorem” Theorem 2.2.1 in [6]; for more general 
actions G x 2 -+ 2 the situation does not seem to be pleasant. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G have jointZy continuous action G x 2 -+ 2. 
The four following statements are equivalent, and we say G acts amenably 
on Z if any one of them holds. 
(1) [(WI 2% ere exists a [topological] LIM on UCB,(Z). 
(2) KWI Th ere exists a [topological] LIM on CB(Z). 
Moreover, (G amenable) * (2A). Now assume Z admits at least one 
nonxero, nonnegative quasi-invariant measure v and consider the 
(nonvacuous) statements: 
(3) K341 * OY some nontrivial quasi-invariant v, there exists 
a [topological] LIM on L”(Z, V) 
(4) [(WI F OY all nontrivial quasi-invariant v, there exists a 
[topological] LIM on L”(Z, v). 
In this context we have implications 




(3) => (G acts amenably on 2); 
(3Wf 
furthermore; (4A) B (G amenable) and (3A) f> (4A), (3) + (4). 
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Proof. We first note that every topological LIM on one of our 
function spaces X is necessarily a LIM, proving (nA) * (n): in fact 
if we fix p E P(G) we have m(6, m f) = m(v o (6, of)) = 
~((6, * v) q f) = m( f ). Moreover (4) * (3), (4A) * (3A) is trivial: 
(2) => (1) and (2A) * (1A) f 11 o ow by restricting means on CB(Z) 
to UCB,(.z); f i v is any quasi-invariant measure on 2, the canonical 
map j, : (CB(Z), jl * llW) -+ (L”(V), // . l\m,y) is linear, norm-decreasing, 
order-preserving (f > 0 * iy f >, 0 in L”(V)), carries constant func- 
tions to constant functions, and commutes with the action of G or 
L1(G). Thus any [topological] LIM on L”(u) gives a [topological] 
LIM on CB(Z) when composed with j, and we see that (3) 5 (2), 
(3A) => (2A). 
Conversely, any LIM m on UCB,(Z) is itself topologically left 
invariant, so (1) * (1A). It suffices to show m(~ of) = m( f ) all 
f E UCB,(Z), all v EL(G) n P(G) (so v has compact support), since 
these are 11 * Iii-dense in P(G). Becauseg -+ 6, E f is I( * II,-continuous, 
the Bochner integral J p(g) 6, of dg is a well defined element in 
UCB,(Z); we assert that y q f = ST(~) 6, E f dg. But once this is 
established it follows that for m, or any other linear functional 
m E (UCB,)“, we have 
4~ 0 f> = j dg>(w 6 0 f > 4 
= m(f) j dd d‘ = m(f), 
To verify the assertion about q n f, just consider the point evaluation 
functionals mp : f -+ f (5) which are sufficiently numerous to distin- 
guish vectors in UCB,; we have 
Next we prove (IA) + (2A) by lifting a given topological LIM 
m on UCB,(Z) to one on CB(Z). Let E = E-l C G be any compact 
neighborhood of the unit in G, qE E P(G) its normalized characteristic 
function. Define %( f ) = m(rpE q f) for f E CB(Z); we have seen that 
L1(G) q CB(Z) C UCBXZ). It is a straightforward matter to see that 
f -+ yE q f is an order preserving map from CB(Z) into UCBLZ) 
which preserves constant functions, thus H is a well defined meun 
on CB(Z). To see % is a topological LIM we must show this map 
commutes with the action of Ll(G). Let (e,} C P(G) be an approx- 
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imate identity for Ll(G); then for y E P(G), f E Cl?(Z) we have: 
= Ne, * 9-3) n f> - @JE n f) = fW>, 
as required. 
Note. We have constructed an equivariunt [commutes with 
actions of Ll(G)] “smoothing operator” from CB(Z) --+ UCB,(Z) 
and this allows us to lift any [topological] LIM in the opposite direc- 
tion proving (1A) + (2A) and the first part of our Theorem. If 2 
supports a quasi-invariant V, we could similarly prove (1A) 3 (4A), 
thereby establishing that (1) *** (4), (1A) *.* (4A) are all equivalent, 
ifwecould devise an equivariant smoothing operator-L”(v)-+ UCB,(Z). 
Example 1 below shows (3A) f> (4A), so this can not be done in 
general; notice that the process above smoothes functions on each G 
orbit separately and does not even give a continuous function if we 
apply it to a function ,f~L,~(2). We shall see that if G has transitive 
action it is usually possible to carry through this program; if v lives 
on a dense orbit this is not enough, as one can see by contemplating 
the irrational action of the real line on the torus. 
The following examples provide the counterexamples required 
for our Theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. G = free group on two-generators (non-amen- 
able). 2 = G u {co>, both with discrete topology. Let v1 = point 
mass on (co}, uz = Haar (counting) measure on the subset G C Z; 
both are quasi-invariant if we let G act as left translation on G C Z 
and leave fixed the point (co) C Z. Now L”(Z, v~) z CB(G) via an 
isomorphism which commutes with the action of G, thus there is 
no LIM on L”(Z, YJ. There is obviously a LIM on L”(Z, vl) zz C. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G = SO(3, R) with the discrete topology. 
Then G contains a copy of the free group on two generators and is 
therefore nonamenable [(see [a), Example 1.2.81. Let Z = S2 
(the unit sphere in Rs) and let G have the obvious action as proper 
rotations of Z. Let G’ be SO(3, R) with its usual topology, fix a point 
e E Z, and let H = {X E G : x(t) = 0; H is a closed subgroup on G’ 
and the (jointly continuous) action G’ x Z -+ Z is equivalent to the 
action G’ x G’/H --, G’IH. As is well known the homogeneous 
space G’/H = 2 admits an essentially unique quasi-invariant measure 
Y (v' and V" quasi-invariant 3 v’ N VI in the sense that v’ < v” and 
Y” < v’, so they have the same class of null sets), see [I], Section 2, 
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No. 5. Thus Z admits v as the essentially unique quasi-invariant 
measure under the action G x Z -+ Z. There is obviously a (topolog- 
ical) LIM on L”(Z, v). In fact there is a unique finite normalized 
G-invariant measure on Z. Thus (4A) f> (amenable). 
It is obvious (G amenable) + (2A), for if we fix &, E Z the map 
7~ : g -+ g(&,) is continuous and induces a map CB(Z) --+ CB(G) 
which is norm-decreasing, order-preserving, preserves constants, 
and commutes with the action of Li(G). Topological left-invariant 
means exist on CB(G) and are carried to topological LIM on CB(Z) 
which “live” on the orbit closure G(&,-. Now assume v is a quasi- 
invariant measure on Z and show (G amenable) 3 (4A). Fix 
& E supp(v). If U is any compact neighborhood of .$,, in Z then 
co > v(U) > 0 and we may define the normalized characteristic 
function vpo . Define the linear map A : L,“(Z) --t CB(G) via 
A!( g> = j f( go wf(O d&3; 
we have Af E B(G) since gj -+ g in G 3 
I Aftis) - Af(g)l 
zzz 
The right-hand term goes to zero by 4.18 of [a; recall that 6, * ~(5) = 
dx-‘5) 4v,)lw3 f or x E G, v EP(Z, v). If f = 0 lot. v-a.e., then 
f(g *) = 0 lot. v-a.e. too and since cpo ill, Af(g) = 0 all g E G. 
Moreover f > 0 * Af > 0, and A(1) = 1. Thus A factors through 
iy : L,“(Z) -+ L”(Z, v) to give a linear, order-preserving map 
A” : L”(Z, v) -+ CB( G). If #I E L1( G) we have3 
VQ 0 Af(g) = j YW AfW dx 
= sf 4(x) fk5) e&3 dxdv(5) 
= j wA5) [j vWf(vE) dx] dv(S) = A(# 0 f> 
8 We define action ($, f) -+ 4 0 f rather than the usual action (I/J, f) -+ I/I *f of L’(G) 
on C&G), in order to have the same sort of action in the system G X G -+ G as we 
have defined for a transformation group G x Z + Z. The notation for transformations 
groups is simpler this way, and we have the elementary relation $ q f = $- *f where 
Jl”(x) = $(x+)d(x-I). Note that 4 + I&- is an isometric anti-isomorphism of Ll(G). 
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so A commutes with the actions of L’(G) in L”(Z, V) and CB(G). 
Thus a (topological) LIM on C&G) lifts back via A to a similar mean 
on L”(u). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A locally compact group G is amenable o G acts 
amenably on every coset space G/H where H is a closed subgroup. 
Proof. For (+) consider H = (e}; we have seen G amenable => 
there is a LIM on CB(G/H) in the first part of Theorem 3.1. 
Q.E.D. 
We note that every coset space G/H admits a non-trivial quasi- 
invariant measure v which is essentially unique (two such measures are 
mutually absolutely continuous), as in [I], Section 2, No. 5; the 
canonical map G -+ G/H is continuous and open. Now if G acts 
transitively on space 2 fix any &, E 2, let H,, = {x E G : x(8,) = &,}; 
then xH, + x(&J is an equivariant continuous bijection G/Ho --t .Z 
but need not be open (see Example 2 above). If 2 is not homeo- 
morphic to G/Ho it is not clear that Z supports any quasi-invariant 
measures (nor is uniqueness clear); if G/Ho is o-compact the map is 
open by Category argument. One might try to generalize the following 
theorem to transitive transformation groups G x 2 + 2 where 2 
is assumed to support a nontrivial quasi-invariant measure v (taking 
this v is the statement of the theorem); however if G/H,, -+ 2 is not 
bicontinuous, the map f ---f 9 u f does not carry L,“(Z) into CB(Z), 
see Example 2 again, and the proof we give breaks down. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let H be a closed subgroup of G, and take the usual 
action G x G/H -+ GIN. In this situation all the statements (1) .*. (4), 
(1A) e-e (4A) are equivalent in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (2A) * (4A). Let y E P(G) be fixed. 
Then if f E L,“(Z), define 9 u f (0 = Jf (go T(g) dg as usual. We have 
seen in Lemma 2.5 that gi + g in G 5 ) v q f (g&) - ye u f (g[)/ -+ 0 
uniformly in 5 E Z = G/H. Fix &, = g,H E Z and define the con- 
tinuous, open, equivariant surjection G --t G/H = 2 via x --t x(6,) = 
xg,,H. If x E G then any base of neighborhoods of x in G maps to a base 
for the neighborhoods of 5 = x(5,) in G/H; it follows immediately 
that q n f is continuous on 2. As in Lemma 2.5 it is clear that the 
map f -+ 9 n f of L,“(Z) --f CB(Z) factors through the canonical map 
L,“(Z) -+ L”(Z, v) for any quasi-invariant v on 2 to give a linear, 
order preserving, equivariant (under action of G and LX(G)) map of 
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L”(Z, V) --+ CB(Z) which preserves constants. Thus any topological 
LIM on CB(Z) lifts to one on Lm(Z, v). Q.E.D. 
We shall apply amenability of the action G x G/H -+ G/H, 
which follows from Corollary 3.2 when G is amenable, to answer 
questions about induced representations for amenable G. To do this 
we need to consider L”(G/H), defined with respect to the essentially 
unique quasi-invariant measure on G/H, and the analog of Reiter’s 
condition (see [6], Section 3.2) for amenable transformation groups. 
This in turn depends on the generalized notions of weak (strong) 
convergence to left invariance. 
Let v be a fixed quasi-invariant measure on Z = G/H, define 
P(v) = {q ELM : y >, 0 y-a.e., (1 9 (ll,V = l}. A net {ya} C P(V) 
converges weakly (strongly) to left invariance if 6, f ~~ - P)~ -+ 0 for 
all x E G, in the a(L”(v), Ll(v))-topology (11 * I(,,,-topology); note that 
II F Ill,” = norm as a functional in L”(V)* r) Ll(v); there are simi- 
lar notions of convergence to topological left invariance in which 
TJ * Ye - % + 0 all q E P(G), in these topologies. It is easily seen 
that convergence to topological invariance * convergence to left 
invariance for a net in P(u). We leave the reader to check that we can 
prove the following lemma exactly as in [6l, Section 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G have jointly continuous action on Z, and assume 
Z supports a nonnegative quasi-invariant measure v. There is a net in P(v) 
which is weakly convergent to (topological) left invariance o there is a net 
strongly convergent to (topological) left invariance. Every a(L”(v)*,L”(v))- 
limit point of a net in P(v) C(Lm(v))* which converges weakly to (topo- 
logical) left invariance is a (topological) LIM on L”(Z, v). 
In this context, if L”(Z, v) admits a (topological) LIM m we can 
produce nets in P(v) which are weakly convergent to (topological) 
left invariance by noticing that P(v) C (L”(v))* is o(L”(v)*, L”(v))- 
dense in the set of all means on L”(v), and taking any net {F~} C P(v) 
such that ya -+ m in this topology. If v is a quasi-invariant measure 
on a coset space G/H and if G x G/H -+ G/H is an amenable action, 
it follows from 3.3 and 3.4 that there is a net in P(v) strongly convergent 
to topological left invariance. 
Trivial alterations of the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 in [6] gives the 
following generalization of Reiters condition (Pi); we omit details. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G have jointly continuous action on Z, assume 
that Z supports a quasi-invariant measure v and assume there exists a net 
in P(v) strongly convergent to topological (hence also to simple) left 
580/4/z-10 
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invariance. If E > 0 and compact set K C G are given, there exists a 
F E P(v) such that 
for all x E K. 
Thus if (E, K) are given we can find a 9 E P(V) which is not moved 
very much in (Ll(v), 11 ’ II1,y) by any translation x E K. 
COROLLARY. Let G act amenably on the coset space G/H, H a closed 
subgroup in G. Let v be any quasi-invariant measure on G/H. Then a7 
c > 0 and compact set K C G are given, there exists a y E P(v) such 
that I( 8, t 9) - q~ I(l,V < E all x E K. 
4. APPLICATION: CONSTRUCTING LARGE SETS IN 2 
It is known [2] that, if G is amenable, then for any compact set 
K C G, it is possible to construct a compact set U which is “large” 
with respect to left translation by elements x E K; i.e. the following 
“Folner condition” holds. 
(FC) For any E > 0 and compact set K C G; there exists a 
compact set U C G such that 0 < ( U 1 < 00 
IxuAul <E 
IUI 
all x E K, 
where 1 E 1 is Haar measure in G. 
We can generalize this when Z supports an invariant measure v 
such that L”(Z, V) admits a topological LIM. Recall that if 2 is a 
coset space 2 = G/H, then G/H supports quasi-invariant measures, 
but supports an invariant measure o do ) H = A, where do, A, 
are the modular functions; we have seen in Theorem 3.4 that, if v is 
quasi-invariant, there is a topological LIM on L”(G/H, v) o G acts 
amenably on G/H. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G have jointly continuous action on Z and assume 
2 supports an invariant measure vsuch that L”(Z, v) admits a topological 
LIM. Then zye > 0, compact set K C G, aregiven there exists a compact 
setUCZsuchthatO<v(U)<oOandv(xUAU)/v(U)<~alix~K. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that in the known case where 
(2, V) = (G, m,), which is presented in [6], Section 3.6; for complete- 
ness we sketch the revised proof. 
First we show that the following condition holds (generalizing 
Lemma 3.6.2 in [q): 
(FC*) Given B > 0, 6 > 0 and compact K C G there exist 
Bore1 sets U C 2 and N C K such that 0 < V(U) < 00, \ N / < 6 
and v(xUrl U)/V( U) < f all x E K - N. 
We may assume 1 K j > 0 (otherwise take N = K); by Theorem 3.5 
there is a y E P(Z, V) such that I/ S, * v - v [ll,V < ES/[ K [ all x E K. 
We may replace v with a function of the form F = ~~lhi~‘a. where 
91AO is the normalized characteristic function of ‘A C Z 
[l/Q)1 X.4 so ~~ E P(Z, v)), hi > 0 with Cy=, hi = 1, and 
.** 1 A, are compacta with a > v(Ai) > 0. Then since 
-a- 3 A,, 
[since v is G-invariant, S, * ~~(5) = ~A(x-1~)(d(v,)/dv)(4) = ~A(~-l~), 
and I\ 6, t P)~ - q’A )I1 y = v(xAdA)/v(A)]. Now x -+ 6, * tp is con- 
tinuous from G --f Li(Z, v) by Theorem 4.18a [7]; integrating (*) 
over K we get 
so there is an 1 < i < N such that 
thus the integrand cannot be > E throughout any set N C K with 
) N 1 >, S, and A = A, works. Now a straightforward paraphrase of 
the proof of Lemma 3.6.4 in [6] proves (FC*) 3 (FC) and concludes 
the proof of 4.1. Q.E.D. 
If v is only a quasi-invariant regular Bore1 measure on Z, then 
there may not bc any analog of Theorem 4.1; in this case Theorem 3.5 
is the best result, i.e., there exist functions q E P(Z, v) which are not 
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moved much by any translation v ---f 6, * e, as x ranges through a 
prescribed compact set K of translations in G, but there may not be 
any such function of the elementary form P)* = [l/v(A)] ’ xa for 
A C 2. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = 2 = 2 (the integers) with the usual action 
Z x Z -+ 2, and define v(A) = 2 {elni : n E A) for subsets A C 2. 
Consider the compact set K = (2) C G and let A # o be any compact 
set. One can readily perform the computations which show that 
(2 + A) AA contains the two point set (a, p + 2j where a = 
inf(A) < /3 = sup(A), and that this implies (independent of 3, /3): 
v((2 4 A) AA) 
44 
> e-3. 
Thus if E = e-3 and K = (21, there is no finite set U C 2 which 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
5. APPLICATION: A FROBENIUS RECIPROCITY PROPERTYFOR INDUCED 
REPRESENTATIONS 
We presume familiarity with Fell’s definition [3], [4] of weak 
containment L < 9 of a unitary representation L of G in a family ?? 
of such representations, and also with the notion of weak equivalence 
N Y of two families of unitary representations. Let (? be the set of 
cl e uivalence classes of) irreducible unitary representations of G. 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G, T a unitary representation of G, 
and UT the corresponding induced unitary representation on G 
(see [9]: we shall discuss various definitions of induced representations 
below); if S is a representation of G, write S j H for its restriction to H 
(its Hilbert space remaining the same). Fell [..5J, Section 5, examines 
the following weak Frobenius reciprocity properties for G. 
(WFl) For every S E e and every closed subgroup H C G, 
we have US’* > S. 
(WF2) For every closed subgroup H C G and every T E I?, 
we have UT/ H > T. 
If G has (WFl) then G must be amenable, for we may take H = (e), 
T any element in e, and (WFl) then implies that T < UT’H. But 
T / H is just a direct sum of dim(XT) copies of the one-dimensional 
identity representation I on H = (e}, so T 1 H < I which * UTIH 
is weakly contained in Iii; thus T -< Ux for all T E &. But Uz is 
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clearly the left regular representation, and it is a famous result (see [6], 
Section 3.5) that G < Ur o G is amenable. Thus (WFl) * 
(amenable). In [5J Fell shows that, for the groups H = SL(2, C) C G = 
SL(3, C), there is a representation T E fi such that S ] H fails to 
weakly contain T for any unitary representation S of G; in particular 
(WF2) fails. Furthermore, SL(3, C) is nonamenable (a semisimple 
group is amenableo it is compact; see [6-J, Section 3.3), so (WFl) fails. 
The considerations of Sections 2 and 3 are just what we need to 
analyze certain weak containment problems. In particular, we answer 
a question raised in [5] in the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. A group G is amenable + G satisfies (WFl). 
Before giving the proof for general locally compact G we must 
reformulate Blattner’s definition [9] of induced representations in 
this context (for separable G one may take Mackey’s definition [IO] 
and go directly to the proof). Mackey’s construction most clearly 
displays the connection between amenable action of G on G/H and 
the weak containment properties of representations induced from H 
up to G. The following outline shows how Blattner’s construction 
may be cast in the form presented by Mackey. Mackey’s proofs do 
not generalize to the non-separable case, but his construction does. 
Let closed subgroup H C G be fixed (with rr : G --t G/H the 
canonical map) along with a quasi-invariant measure v on G/H and 
Haar measures mG , mH . Define p(k) = d,(k) d,(K-r) for k E H and 
let f -+ f O be the map L(G) -+ CB(G) which averages f E L(G) over 
cosets of H : f O(x) = Jf (xk) dm,(k). Since f O(xk) = f O(x) all k E H, 
this determines a map f -+ f O”, a linear surjection L(G) -+ L(G/H). 
Finally let /3 be a Bruhat function on G: p E CB(G) with supp(@ n 
T+(K) compact if K is compact on G/H and J/3(xk) dm,(k) = 1 all 
x E G. We remark that if f, g E L(G) have f O” = goo, and if 91 is any 
locally m,-integrable function on G such that cp(xk) = p(k) q(x) all 
k E H, then Jfs, dm, = Jgy dm, . Since f -+ f O” is surjective this 
allows us to define a Radon measure pV on G/H for any such 9) via 
df ““1 = Sfv dm, . 
Now let L be a strongly continuous unitary representation of H 
in Hilbert space J%. The induced representation UL in Blattner’s 
account is modeled in a space X of vector valued functions defined 
as follows. First consider the functions f : G -+ A? with properties 
(i) f is locally m,-Bochner measurable 
(ii) f (xk) = p(k)112Llc-lf (x) all keH 
(iii) x -+ Ilf (411” is locally m,-integrable, 
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identifying f,g if I/f(x) - g(x))12 = 0 locally m,--a.e. on G. Now 
x -+ (f(x) j g(x)) is locally m,-integrable, from (iii), and the remarks 
of the last paragraph show that we get a Radon measure pr,8 on G/H 
via ,u~,~(IP) = Jh(x)(f(x) /g(x)) dm,(x) for h EL(G). We take Z 
to be those functions f with pr,r a fi nite measure. It can be shown that 
(f, g) --+ pju,,(G/H) makes X a Hilbert space and we define U,Y(t) = 
f(x-9) to get th e s rongly t continuous induced unitary representation 
(U”, w. 
To reformulate this we let v,(E) = v(x-lE) for x E G, where v 
is our quasi-invariant measure on G/H, and consider another space X 
of functions consisting of those f : G ---f &’ with 
(i) f locally m,-Bochner measurable 
(ii) f(&) = Lk-In all kEK 
(iii) .lkH Ilf(~Wl124~H) < ~0. 
Notice that x -+ Ijf(~)ll” is m,-measurable by (i) and is constant on 
cosets of H, so (iii) makes sense; likewise for x -+ (f(z) 1 g(x)). 
Now 97 becomes a Hilbert space if we take 
A Bore1 set E C G/H is locally v-null o the (Borel) set r-I(E) is 
locally m,-null (see [I], Section 2, No. 5); thus if x E G is fixed, the 
locally v-integrable Radon-Nikodym derivative Jz(.$) = d(vJdv(g) 
gives and m,-measurable function Jz 0 7~ on G. We assert that we get 
a strongly continuous unitary representation (VL, 3”) which is unitarily 
equivalent to (UL, X) by taking VzLf(t) = ]z(t)1/2f(x-1t) [this is 
Mackey’s construction but his methods are too special to prove the 
assertion in this general context]. We have only to exhibit an equiva- 
riant isomorphism T : 58 --+ X which preserves inner products. 
If mG , mH are fixed, a quasi-invariant measure v is determined by 
a locally mc-integrable function v > 0 on G with the property 
cp(xk) = p(k) q(x) all k E H via 
J hO”dv = G/H i hp, d’% all h E L(G). G 
(see [I], Section 2, No.5). We must have {x : v(x) = O> a locally 
mo-null set in G. If B is our Bruhat function on G and f E %,, , the 
norm dense submanifold of those f E 9Y which are continuous on G 
and have n(supp( f )) compact, then /3(f /f) EL(G) and we have 
(*) ~G,H(f/R)dv = jG&‘(f!g)dmG g,fEzo 
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In fact, the right side is well-defined (p( f 1 g) is m,-integrable) and 
this formula is valid for ail f, g E Z^. 
. -. - - 
We 
[If f E 2” take (f,} C 3Y0 so f, + f in Z. Then 
(fta Ifm)s + (f If )3 and, taking a subsequence if necessary, 
we may assume ( fn(xH) / f,(xH)) -+ (f (xH) 1 f (xH)) v-a.e. 
on G/K * (f,(4 I f&9) ---t (f (4 If (4) locally mG-aaee 
in G. Thus if we define [f 1 f ] = J @p( f 1 f ) dmc we have 
[f I f 1 < limsuKfkdfn I f,) dmd = limsu~{(f, I f&d = 
(f j f )%. Thus [f 1 g] = f&( f 1 g) dm, becomes an inner prod- 
uct dominated by ( * 1 * ); but (f j g) = [f 1 g] for f, g E X,, , 
and we conclude [f 1 g] = (f 1 g) all f, g E LF as required.] 
define T : % -+ 8 via Tf = cp’12f; it is readily seen that T 
respects equivalence classes of functions, defines an injective linear 
map of S into % (this requires formula (*) above), and range (T) = 
2’. If f,gE% then (flg)or-1 is supported on a o-compact set 
E C G/H since (f j g) 0 r--l is v-integrable; let (/I,} C L(G) with 
0 < &n(x) 7 p(x) all x E r-l(E). Then (*) gives: 
= s /WY t 2) dmc = I t%d f 1 d dmc - s t%( f 1 id d% 
= (f I d‘r 3 
and only equivariance is left to be proved. But T-lUzLT( f )(t) = 
#l2(x-‘t) v-lj2(t) f (x-9) and VzLf(t) = (dvz/dv)lj2(tH) *f (x-9), so it 
suffices to show (for fixed x E G) that 
+I) = ~;-l;-) [constant on cosets of HJ 
locally v-a.e. on G/H. But if f cL(G/H) [say f = ho0 for h EL(G)] 
we have 
which suffices to prove our assertion. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. Let H be a fixed closed subgroup, J the 
identity representation of H, I the identity representation of G. 
It suffices to show that UJ > I, for one can show that UT 1 Hz U’ @ T 
and UJ > I * UJ @ T > I @ T g T (see [.5], p. 260).4 Take v 
quasi-invariant on G/H. Then G acts amenably on G/H by Corol- 
lary 3.2, and by Theorems 3.3, 3.5: if E > 0, K compact subset in G, 
are given, there exists v EL(G/H, V) with )/ y jll,V = 1, q > 0 and 
jj 6, * p - p jllPV < E all x E K. Take @ : G ---t C so @j(x) = $/2 0 T(X) 
where x : G -+ G/H. Then SGiH I @WV 4xH) = J I 40 I 45) = 
1, so @ E X( UJ) the space of the induced representation .V, and the 
positive definite function on G associated with UJ and the vector @ 
(11 @ /Ix = 1) is 
--- 
(U,J@ I @) = jCiH@(*-W)@(tH) [$q2(tN) dv(tH) 
= j 
G/If 
fp”‘“(x-‘0 y,‘l”(I) [$f (0 dv(f) 
=J 
__- 
(S, * d”“(f) 9JYf) Wf) 
GIH 
(see Lemma 2.2 for last step). Thus 
I( CT,'@ / CD) - 1 1 =z j,,, [(S, * p)li2 - '~~'~1 g~l'~ dv 
d [I,,, I& * dYf1 - F2(f)12 d4fJ]1’2 [j,,, I df)I dv(f)]liz 
e [j,,, I 6, * v(f) - df)l d4f)]1’2 . 1 
= [II % * v - 9J IlL”li’2~ 
which is < &/2 for all x E K (note that 1 (II - /I I2 < j a2 - p2 ( if 
01, t? > 0, to prove the last inequality). Thus UJ > I. Q.E.D. 
Here is another result on weak containment and induced representa- 
tions which can be established with the tools we have developed. The 
result was proved, using other methods, by L. Baggett [II] and 
communicated to me by J. M. G. Fell. 
THEOREM. Let G be a separable locally compact group, N a closed 
normal subgroup which is type I and regularly embedded in G. Assume 
that G/N is amenable. Then for every irreducible representation T E G*, 
there exists an irreducible representation S E N^ such that T < Us. 
4 The g is proved for separable G in [IO], S ec. 12; but separability requirements 
may be dropped since there are only finitely many (H, G)-double cosets in G. 
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Proof. For this we use freely the machinery due to Mackey for 
studying induced representations (see [IO]). Let T E GA and consider 
T 1 N (domain restricted to N); this representation corresponds to 
a single orbit 0 C N^ under the action of G defined by x * S(n) = 
S(x-lnx), all x E G, n E N. If we take any S E 0 and let K = 
(X E G : x . S = S} then K is a closed subgroup in G, K 3 N, and 
K/N is amenable since it is a closed subgroup of the amenable group 
G/N (see [6], Theorem 2.3.2). Then let K,^ = (R E KA : R ( N is a 
multiple S}. As is well known the induction map i : K,^ + Gi = 
(TEG^: T 1 N corresponds to the orbit 0 C N} is bijective, where 
i(R) = UR; thus there exists an R E K,^ such that UR E T. But 
RIN=a-S * R 1 N and S are weakly equivalent in the sense 
that R / N > S and S > R j N (Write R 1 N - S for this relation). 
Inducing R ~ N, S up to the subgroup K we get JP > JJRIN from 
[q, Theorem 4.2. 
Now the action K/N x K/N + K/N is obviously amenable; 
since KIN and K give the same operators on K/N, it follows that 
K x K/N-+ K/N is also an amenable action and thus R < JJR’N < 
KUs. Now induce up to G; we have T G UR < URIN < US, as 
desired, on applying the inducing in stages theorem. Q.E.D. 
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